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LOGIPIX ENSURES SAFETY IN LUZHNIKI STADIUM, MOSCOW

Motivation

The venue

2018 FIFA World Cup was scheduled to take place in Russia from 14 June to 15 July 2018.

The Luzhniki Stadium is quite impressive both in size and design. Its seating capacity of

This event was one of the most visited sport events in the decade. Wherever even hun-

81,000 makes it the largest stadium in the country. The national stadium of Russia is lo-

dred thousand football fans are crowding, the security risk compounds. Considering pres-

cated in the capital and among others it had hosted the two most important matches of

ent-day international situations, it is not an exaggeration to say, the host country should

the World Cup. Logipix is proud that its system played the key role in securing the opening

have ensured extra security and safety measures.

match and the world cup final as well in this imposing stadium.

One of the key steps to ensure a safe and welcoming stadium experience for football
fans is deploying a reliable video surveillance system, which effectively helps security staff.
Luzhniki Stadium in Moscow intended to replace its existing, 2-year-old security camera
system in order to satisfy the strict security requirements of FIFA.
With many years of experience in the field, Logipix developed an improved stadium surveillance system that best serves security tasks even in the largest stadiums.
Logipix has already proven the capabilities of its end-to-end system in Russia. The Logipix
Stadium Video Surveillance solution, consisting of Virtual Panoramas has been installed in
Spartak Stadium, Moscow in 2017. Recognizing the efficiency and success of this system,
also the largest stadium in Moscow decided to deploy the Logipix Stadium Video Surveillance solution by the beginning of FIFA World Cup 2018.
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The solution
The Logipix Stadium Video Surveillance solution was installed to provide full coverage of

Main Logipix components in Luzhniki Stadium

the entire seating area by 120–200 MP resolution panoramic images, which are construct-

•

Logipix Virtual Panorama

ed from individual Logipix ONE cameras. This resolution is high enough to provide face

•

20 MP Logipix ONE cameras in special camera enclosures

recognition at every seat in the stadium. In order to deliver exceptional image quality un-

•

3rd generation Network Video Recorders

•

Logipix Control Center Professional with Stadium Features

der all lighting and environmental conditions, the individual cameras are placed in specially-designed camera enclosures. The enormous amount of visual data, produced by the
Logipix Virtual Panoramas are recorded and stored on high-performance 3rd generation
Network Video Recorders. Operators use the Logipix Control Center Professional VMS with
stadium specific features for monitoring.

3D Model of video coverage
Logipix always tailors the camera arrangement to the actual project. The stadium system
consists of individually installed cameras. Therefore Logipix engineers were able to determine the optimal number of devices to achieve the required resolution in Luzhniki Stadium and cover all 81,000 seats in the venue in the most effective manner. To do so, they
created a 3D plan for accurate video coverage.
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Benefits
Face recognition at every seat – Logipix Virtual Panorama cameras provide 250-300 ppm
resolution at every seat, making face recognition possible.
Fewer images in the Video Monitor – Logipix covers the entire seating area with only a
few panoramic images, facilitating the work in the monitoring room.
Quick and efficient decisions – As operators do not have to split their attention between
hundreds of camera feeds, they can spot any escalating situation quickly and react effectively in no time.
Fast and reliable recording – The Network Video Recorders of the solution provide recording speed of 7 Gbit/sec and use a VRM fail-safe file system for storing the images.
Storage effective operation – It is possible to configure the system to operate with high
fps and high resolution during an event, but with moderate settings for the time in between events.
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Detailed description
Virtual Panorama System
Logipix delivered Logipix ONE 20 MP cameras to be installed in the Luzhniki Stadium.
Individual cameras of the Virtual Panorama are placed in state-of-the-art, air-conditioned
camera enclosures with specially designed sunshields that effectively protect against
disturbing lens flares caused by stadium reflectors.
Individual cameras have been installed in groups of up to 10 pieces of cameras. The
images of each camera group are stitched together to form large panoramic images,
wherewith all seats are covered in the stadium. Logipix engineers developed an advanced
stitching technology, whereby images are not just overlapped at the image borders, but
geometrically merged. The Logipix cameras capture their images synchronized, eliminating
disturbing glitches like object duplication or disappearance. The Logipix Panoramic
Technology allows for white balance correction at the image borders, thus tone gradient
of all individual images correlate to one other.

Watching these large panoramic images, operators can quickly spot suspicious situations

The Logipix Virtual Panorama camera system ensures 250-300 ppm resolution in the

during crowded football matches. They do not have to split their attention between

Luzhniki Stadium, which means every face is recognizable at every single seat in the venue.

hundreds of camera feeds, and they can also better orientate within stadium sectors.
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Recording

Convenient Control Center

Recording and storing a total of 3240 MP visual information with 20 fps calls for a need of an

Operators can work conveniently with the Logipix Control Center at four workstations in

advanced solution. In Luzhniki Stadium several 3rd generation Network Video Recorders

the stadium. Displaying quality panoramic images with hundreds of megapixels during live

perform these tasks. The devices are ideal for recording the high-resolution panoramic

monitoring or archive playback is no easy task. This amount of data can impose excessive

images, since they have a 7 Gbit/sec recording speed. They use the JPEG2000 compression

burdens on the network infrastructure and client computers.

standard, which allows intelligent image transmission toward the monitoring center.

To overcome this issue, Logipix engineers developed a bandwidth effective method for
monitoring. Utilizing the resolution scalability of JPEG2000 images, Logipix always transmits
only the screen-optimized resolution to the Monitoring Center, while stores the full resolution
panoramic images on the Network Video Recorders. This means when operators zoom in on
the panoramic images they receive higher resolution images on their monitors.
Logipix Control Center features multiple zoom windows in the Video Monitor interface. This
way operators can observe certain areas in full resolution or track moving individuals in the
stadium while they continuously see the entire area.
The software allows for dual configuration of the cameras in the stadium. One setup can be
used during the events and another can be configured with lower quality settings to use in
between events. This function makes it possible to effectively utilize the available storage
capacity of the NVRs.
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Summary
Logipix Stadium Video Surveillance solution has been deployed in Luzhniki
Stadium to ensure the safety of football fans, players and the venue’s assets.
The system consists of Virtual Panorama Cameras. They deliver 250-300 ppm
resolution, ensuring quality face recognition at all seats in the stadium. Using
the system, operators can react quickly on suspicious situations, guide security
staff effectively, therefore they are able to handle security incidents quickly and
prevent or defuse outbursts.
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